PREPARATION
GLUSHU

You can reshape the shoe as you would do
with a normal aluminium horseshoe. Good
hoof prep is critical to the shoe remaining
secure for the complete trim cycle 6-8
weeks.

GLUSHU

REMOVAL
DRAWKNIFE

GLUE-ON HORSESHOE

1

Using a draw knife, cut the cuff
from the hoof using downward
strokes along the glue line.

2

Using nippers, cut the metal
shoe from the hoof.

A flexible cuff
bonde d to
a specially
designed
aluminium
hor s e s hoe .
This gives the horse a light, hoof supporting,
cushioned shoe which eliminates any
stress or damage to the horse’s hoof.

CONTACT
1

2

3

Trim and fine rasp the hoof as
normal. Ensure all parts of the
hoof where the Glushu will fit
have been rasped and dust
free (including the heels).

3

Remove any remaining glue or
cuff with a rasp or buffer.

Make sure the hooves are dry.
Most glue failure is due to dirt
or moisture in the hoof.

PRE FIX

When using Shufit Glue,
express a small amount of
glue until it is dark grey before
using.
Make sure the glue is warm
(25 °C - 30 °C | 77 °F - 86 °F ).

APPLICATION VIDEO
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APPLICATION
instructions

PRE FIX, STANDARD & WITH INSERTS

PRE FIX

APPLICATION

PRE FIX

STANDARD

APPLICATION

PRE FIXATION METHOD

PER PAIR OF GLUSHU’S

For horses who cannot
hold their feet off the
ground due to soreness.
For glueing in severe cold
circumstances.

1x

150cc tube
mixingtips

1x

Pre Fix Glue and
(will last 6-10 pairs)

1x

Hoof pick to help pull back the cuffs

1x

Dispenser
adapter)

1x

Clear roll of hoofwrap

1

Put a medium bead of Pre Fix
CA Glue around the base of the
hoof.

4

Shufit

for

INSERTS

APPLICATION

shufit

APPLICATION

PER PAIR OF GLUSHU’S
acrylic

glue

activator

(universal

&

spay

1x

150cc tube
mixingtips

1x

Dispenser
adapter)

1x

Clear roll of hoofwrap

PER PAIR OF GLUSHU’S
&

1x

Set GluShu inserts

with

1x

Application set of your choise

Put a medium bead of Shufit
glue around the inside base of
the shoe and cuff.

1

Shufit

for

shufit

acrylic

glue

(universal

with

With the hoof on the ground, pull
back the cuffs using a hoof pick
and backfill inside the cuff with
Shufit.

1

Glue-U CA glue: 10 seconds
Glue-U Shufit: 5 minutes

2

Spray the inside bottom of the
shoe with the Pre Fix activator.

5

Use hoofwrap to keep the shoe
in position while the glue is
setting.

2

Holding back the side cuffs,
slide the shoe onto the hoof,
aligning it with the frog and
adjust to the correct position.

3

Holding back the side cuffs,
aligning it with the frog and
adjust to the correct position.

6

Place the hoof on the ground
and leave for a minimum of 10
minutes before removing the
hoof wrap.

3

Use hoofwrap to keep the shoe
in position while the glue is
setting.

Hold for 30 seconds. Once the
Pre Fix CA glue has set, place the
hoof on the ground.

Apply the insert to the GluShu
from above with the glue of
your choise.

Place the foot gently on the
ground when the glue has set.

TIP!

Fill with Glue-U pad material for
the best support.

